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Exciting decisions for  
yellow and white winning sashes 

Hannoveraner Show Jumping Masters 
 
Verden. Coreal B, Diarello, Diabolo and Clinton's Edelbiene FRH are the winners 
of the Hannoveraner Show Jumper Masters. At the sporting highlight of the 
Verden licensing of show jumping stallions, Hannover's show jumping talents 
impressed with outstanding performances. The yellow and white winners' sashes 
were awarded in four age groups. 
 
21 four-year-olds competed in an show jumping test for young horses. Someone who 

knows the Hannoveraner Show Jumping Masters inside out led the field: Roman 

Duchac, renowned trainer and Verden auction rider, took victory with the Chacfly PS/El 

Bundy son Coreal B (breeder: Georg Bräuer, Elze). The pair had already been the best 

in the qualifier. Last year, the powerful jumper came fourth in the free jumping 

competition of the Hannoveraner Jumper Breeding Programme, and this year the 

judges awarded him an even 9.0. Second place went to the licensed Rhineland stallion 

Geoffrey by George Z/Cornado (breeder: Heinrich Burmester, Warmsen) with Birgit 

Gärtner-Döller. The Austrian thus relegated her husband Patrick Döller to third place. 

He was in the saddle on the privately owned stallion and Stakkato prize winner Argento 

Conte by Argento Vivo/Contendro (breeder: Norbert Bramlage, Dinklage).  

 

The 33 five-year-olds decided the Hannoveraner Show Jumping Masters in an 1.25 

metre show jumping competition with jump-off for victory. Diarello by Diamant de 

Semilly/Cascadello (breeder: Stefan Aust, Armstorf) and Tim-Uwe Hoffmann took the 

victory to the cheers of the crowd. It was the icing on the cake of an extremely 
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successful season for the dark bay. He had won the Geestland Championships in 

Elmlohe in July and in October he was part of the winning Hannoveraner team at the 

WBFSH Studbooks Jumping Global Champions Trophy in Valkenswaard/NED. It is less 

than four months since Diarello's half-sister Hann.Pr.A. Donna Bella by Don VHP Z was 

the champion mare at the Herwart von der Decken show in Verden. Tim-Uwe Hoffmann 

has a very special relationship with Diarello, as he was already successful with his dam 

Flair Welcome in 1.50 metre show jumping competitions. After winning the four-year-old 

class, Roman Duchac sat in the saddle of the runner-up in the five-year-old class, 

Brandy Jo PJ by Balou du Rouet/Cassus (breeder: Pferdezucht Dr. Jacobs GbR, 

Bierbergen). The Hannoveraer premium mare, whose granddam is the full sister of the 

stallions Embassy I and II, is also no stranger to Verden. After finishing fourth in the free 

jumping competition for four-year-olds, she had already come third in the Show Jumping 

Masters last year. Third place went to Carlantus by Carlo/Adlantus As (breeder: 

Henning Müller-Rulfs, Ritterhude) and breeder's son Eric Müller-Rulfs, who improved by 

one place compared to last year.  

 

The six-year-olds competed in an 1.35 metre show jumping competition. The jump-off 

was exciting right to the end. Diabolo by Don Diarado/Grey Top (breeder: Eduard Voss, 

Eydelstedt) and Dieter Smitz led the 30-strong field. The pair had also competed in 

Valkenswaard/NED as fourth in the Bundeschampionat. Last year's winners, Crumble 

Cheesecake K FRH by Crumble/Chasseur (breeder: Martin Klintworth, Ohrensen) and 

Ole Klintworth, who had been frenetically cheered on by the crowd, came second. 

Josch Löhden piloted his Hofsommerkamp's Cockpit by Cornet Obolensky/Balou du 

Rouet (breeder: Marcell Müller, Hustedt) to third place. The bay stallion's dam, 

Baloubeska, can point to two S-successful half-brothers in Qurinus by Quality Time and 

Qantas Airways by Quintender.  

 

The 17 seven- and eight-year-olds made the rousing finale in the captivating jump-off. 

With vociferous support, Clinton's Edelbiene FRH by. Clinton's Heart/Zacharias 

(breeder: Dietrich Brünjes, Alfstedt) and Melissa Fricke won the 1,40 metre show 

jumping competition with an outstanding round. The pair had already been right at the 
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front two years ago. Back then, they came third in the five-year-old class. The last 

starters staked everything on one card, but ultimately they were around four seconds 

short of victory. Nevertheless, the Casallco/Chacco Blue daughter Cosima FRH and 

Harm Wiebusch, who also bred the bay himself, finished second in the high-calibre field. 

He had also competed at the Masters two years ago and finished second in the six-

year-old class back then. So Gaga by Stakkato/Lord Pezi (breeder: Johannes zur Lage, 

Bersenbrück) and Mynou Diederichsmeier finished in bronze. The dark bay 

Hannoveraner premium mare is none other than the half-sister of Martin Fuchs' Nations 

Cup horse Commissar Pezi and Shane Breen's Cato Boy.  

 

Diarello and Tim-Uwe Hoffmann won the Hannoveraner Show Jumping Masters 
for five-year-olds. Photo: Hannoveraner Verband 
 

Please note that publication of the photo is only free of charge in connection with 
this press release. 
 

 


